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A BSTRACT
A lack of large-scale neuromorphic datasets for visual recognition hinders the development of event-based learning algorithms and creates a barrier to compete
with state-of-the-art visual recognition algorithms where usually millions of samples are applied. This project investigates and implements the idea of converting popular visual recognition benchmarks to spiking neuromorphic datasets for
mitigating this issue, particularly in domains of object tracking and action recognition. A brief overview of current frame-based and event-based visual datasets
is surveyed. While developing the standard pipeline for collecting recordings,
four event-based datasets are produced and documented. A Python package
SpikeFuel is developed along with the project for displaying and scheduling
video sequences, as well as post-processing. This project is a start point of collecting large-scale neuromorphic datasets for boosting event-based learning algorithms.
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I NTRODUCTION

Benchmarks have played a vital role in the advancement of visual recognition researches in past few
decades (Lecun et al., 1998; Fei-Fei & Perona, 2005; Krizhevsky, 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Taigman
et al., 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Karpathy et al., 2014). The challenges
posed by these standard datasets have helped identify and overcome the shortcomings of existing
approaches, and have led to great advances of the state of the art. The efforts made by the Machine
Learning community created fruitful source for various visual recognition challenges. For example,
the recent released MIT Places (Zhou et al., 2014) possesses more than 2.5 millions images with
labels. And Sports-1M (Karpathy et al., 2014) collected approximately 1 million YouTube videos
and categorized them in 487 classes. On the contrary, so far there is no event-based benchmarks with
comparable amount of samples, especially in domains such as object tracking, action recognition,
scene understanding.
The main reason for the lack of benchmarks is that neuromorphic vision sensors are only available
as R&D prototypes. The first labeled and published event-based neuromorphic vision sensor benchmarks were created from the MNIST hand-written digit recognition dataset by jiggling the image
on the screen (Serrano-Gotarredona & Linares-Barranco, 2015) and later to reduce frame artifacts
by jiggling the camera view with a pan-tilt unit (Orchard et al., 2015b) (details in Sec. 3). These
datasets automated the scene movement necessary to generate DVS output from the static images,
and will be an important step forward for evaluating neuromorphic object recognition systems such
as spiking deep networks (Perez-Carrasco et al., 2013; O’Connor et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2014; Diehl
et al., 2015), which so far have been tested mostly static image datasets converted into Poisson spike
trains. Even though they presented decent event-based recordings for static images, they did not take
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into account video datasets, which are desirable targets of neuromorphic vision sensors since these
sensors capture log intensity changes in temporal sequences.
In this project, we investigate and develop the idea of converting visual recognition benchmarks to
spiking neuromorphic datasets with the help of Dynamic Vision Sensors (DVS) (Lichtsteiner et al.,
2008; Brandli et al., 2014). The main contributions of this project are:
• The state-of-the-art visual recognition datasets in frame-based and event-based scenario are
surveyed. (Sec. 2, 3)
• A Python-based toolkit SpikeFuel1 that allows users to convert frame-based visual
recognition datasets to spiking neuromorphic datasets with minimal human intervention is
developed. (Sec. 4)
• A desired experimental condition and procedures for future reference is explored and setup.
(Sec. 4)
• This project in the end recorded and documented four datasets: VOT Challenge 2015
Dataset (Kristan et al., 2016), TrackingDataset2 , UCF-50 Action Recognition Dataset
(Reddy & Shah, 2012) and Caltech-256 Dataset (Griffin et al., 2006). (Sec. 5)
• Difficulties, possible future directions and enhancements are discussed at the end of the
project. (Sec. 6)

2

F RAME - BASED V ISUAL R ECOGNITION B ENCHMARKS

The Machine Learning (ML) community has collected a number of challenging benchmarks for visual recognition evaluation. These benchmarks provide a playground and encourage competition
among large-scale ML systems in various tasks. In this section, popular visual recognition benchmarks are summarized in Tab. 1 (static image datasets) and Tab. 2 (video datasets).

Name

Table 1: Popular Visual Recognition Image Datasets
Type
Description

MNIST (Lecun et al., 1998)

Character Recognition

70,000 samples, 10 classes

CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009)

Object Recognition

60,000 samples, 10 classes

CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009)

Object Recognition

60,000 samples, 100 classes

Caltech-101 (Fei-Fei et al., 2007)

Object Recognition

9,144 images, 102 classes

Caltech-256 (Griffin et al., 2006)

Object Recognition

30,607 images, 256 classes

STL-10 (Coates et al., 2011)

Object Recognition

13000 labeled images
100000 unlabeled images
10 classes

SVHN
(Netzer et al., 2011)

Character Recognition

ImageNet 1000
(Russakovsky et al., 2015)

Object Detection
Object Localization

200 classes for detection
1000 classes for localization

MIT Places (Zhou et al., 2014)

Scene Recognition

2.5 millions images, 205 classes

Microsoft COCO
(Lin et al., 2014)

Object Detection
Object Segmentation
Caption Generation

LFW
(Huang et al., 2007)

Face Recognition

1
2

73,257 digits for training,
26,032 digits for testing,
531,131 additional, 10 classes

>300,000 images
80 object classes
5 captions per image
13233 images
5749 people

Available at: https://github.com/duguyue100/spikefuel
Available at http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/˜vojirtom/dataset/
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Table 2: Popular Visual Recognition Video Datasets
Name
Type
Description
3862 training snippets
937 testing snippet
555 validation snippets
56 to 458 snippets per class
30 classes

LSVRC2015 VID
(Russakovsky et al., 2015)

Object Detection
from Video

VOT Challenge
(Kristan et al., 2016)

Object Tracking

UCF-50
(Reddy & Shah, 2012)

Action Recognition

6,676 videos, 50 action classes
6.64s per video in average

UCF-101
(Soomro et al., 2012)

Action Recognition

13,320 videos, 101 action classes
7.21s per video in average

Sports-1M
(Karpathy et al., 2014)

Action Recognition

1 million videos, 487 classes
5.6 minutes per video in average

AFEW
(Dhall et al., 2012)

Berkeley MHAD
(Ofli et al., 2013)
WWW Crowd Dataset
(Shao et al., 2015)

Emotion Recognition

Action Recognition

Scene Understanding

60 short videos
challenging background
358 frames per sequence in average

723 videos for training
383 videos for validation
6 universal emotion and neutral
0.3-5.4s per sequence in average
12 subjects, 12 actions
6.7s per recording in average
10,000 videos, >8 million frames
8,257 diverse scenes,
groundtruth annotations

These well-designed benchmarks provide fruitful resources for frame-based recognition systems.
While creating standard benchmarks for event-based learning architectures, it would be unwise to
throw away these decade-long efforts.
Neuromorphic vision sensors (e.g. DVS, ATIS (Posch et al., 2010)) measure and record local logintensity brightness changes. This property made video datasets a more suitable candidate than
image datasets to these event-based sensors. Therefore instead of producing artificial saccades for
static images, videos encode camera movements in frames. In this project, I picked four datasets:
• VOT Challenge 2015 Dataset: The VOT (Visual Object Tracking) Challenge is an annual
computer vision challenge in object tracking which is held in conjunction with either ICCV
or ECCV in the past 3 years. In the last year, this contest proposed 60 short but challenging
sequences. The dataset is also a major benchmark in single-object short-term trackers. The
video sequences are in different resolutions, and bounding boxes are hand-labeled carefully
and precisely. This posed two problems to solve: DAViS240C in this project has only fixed
resolution; therefore a transformer from various resolutions to fixed resolution is needed.
Additionally, a transformation for bounding boxes after recording is also required. (more
details in Sec. 5.1)
• TrackingDataset: The TrackingDataset is a collection of famous published tracking
datasets. The publishers of the dataset standardized the format and bounding box annotations. Generally, objects in this dataset are relatively larger and simpler (in texture, structure, etc.) than the VOT dataset. This dataset is served as a supplementary of the VOT
dataset. (more details in Sec. 5.2)
• The UCF-50 Action Recognition Dataset: Instead of recording the UCF-101 dataset (an
extended version of the UCF-50), I chose the UCF-50 dataset as my target in this project
for three reasons. Firstly, action recognition is a natural target in event-based learning
algorithms. Secondly, this dataset is a popular large-scale action recognition in the wild
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benchmark. Thirdly, the amount of videos of the dataset also provides a perfect chance for
testing the pipeline, jAER and DAViS240C. (more details in Sec. 5.3)
• The Caltech-256 Recognition Dataset: The Caltech-256 dataset is an extension of the famous Caltech-101 Dataset. I chose this dataset for its larger image resolution than those tiny
image datasets such as MNIST, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100. And this is also a good candidate for testing the pipeline in recording image datasets before taking on larger datasets
such as Microsoft COCO, ImageNet 1000, MIT Places, etc. (more details in Sec. 5.4)
In future experiments, I would like to explore the possibilities of extending such system to cover
STL-10 (Coates et al., 2011), Microsoft COCO (Lin et al., 2014), UCF-101 (Soomro et al., 2012) and
AFEW (Dhall et al., 2012) in order to provide event-based benchmarks for more visual recognition
tasks.

3

S PIKING N EUROMORPHIC DATASETS IN V ISUAL TASK

3.1

DYNAMIC V ISION S ENSOR

The Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) (Lichtsteiner et al., 2006; 2008) is inspired by biological vision by generating streams of asynchronous events indicating local log-intensity brightness changes.
They thereby greatly reduce the amount of data to be processed, and there dynamic nature makes
them a good fit for domains such as optical flow, object tracking, action recognition, or dynamic
scene understanding. In this project, an upgraded generation of DVS — Dynamic and Activepixel Vision Sensor (DAViS240C (Fig. 1)) is employed (Berner et al., 2013; Brandli et al., 2014).
DAViS240C enables better resolution (240 ⇥ 180) than its previous generation (128 ⇥ 128) and
frame-based intensity readout (Berner et al., 2013).

Figure 2: jAER.

Figure 1: DAViS240C.

The default viewer and software controller of DAViS240C is jAER3 (Fig. 2). Usually, the logging
of DVS events are controlled by a human operator. In this project, a remote control tool is developed
in order to precisely control the logging and also remove errors caused by human manipulation of
the software. The calibration, setup and control details of DAViS240C and jAER can be found in
Appendix A, B.
3.2

C URRENT S PIKING N EUROMORPHIC DATASETS

Previous spiking neuromorphic datasets are usually collected for specific research. This made them
task-specific, highly correlated with the proposed method and usually relatively small due to time
constraints, difficulties during data collection, etc. (Perez-Carrasco et al., 2013; Orchard et al.,
2015a; Rückauer & Delbruck, 2016; Barranco et al., 2016) As summarized in Tan et al. (2015),
there are not many publicly available neuromorphic vision datasets even if the silicon retina has
been around for 27 years (Mead, 1989).
3

Available at: http://jaerproject.org
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Poker-DVS (Perez-Carrasco et al., 2013) and MNIST-DVS (Serrano-Gotarredona & LinaresBarranco, 2013) are released as early attempts of establishing visual recognition benchmarks with
spiking neural networks. Particularly, MNIST-DVS is recorded out of moving handwritten digits
from MNIST dataset where the experiment setting has a high-sensitive DVS sitting in front of a
LCD monitor (Fig. 3). Although it has only recorded 10,000 samples out of 70,000 images, the
experiment setup opened the discussion and directions for further enhancements.

Figure 3: Examples of MNIST-DVS Dataset.

Figure 4: Fourier analysis of one sample in MNIST-DVS Dataset where there is a clear energy burst
around 75Hz, which is the refreshing rate of the LCD monitor.
The major shortcoming of the MNIST-DVS dataset is due to the monitor’s refreshing rate (75Hz)
(Fig. 4). Since the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) used in the experiment has a sampling rate of
1000Hz, this refreshing gap is easily captured by the DVS. This is the main artifact produced during
the experiment. Nevertheless, Serrano-Gotarredona & Linares-Barranco (2015) claims that there is
no visible difference in playback whether one removes these refreshing gaps.
N-MNIST and N-Caltech 101 are recorded as neuromorphic versions of MNIST and Caltech-101
datasets (Orchard et al., 2015b) (Fig. 5). Orchard et al. (2015b) developed an experiment configu5
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(a) N-MNIST Examples

(b) N-Caltech101 Examples

Figure 5: Examples of N-MNIST and N-Caltech101.
ration to avoid MNIST-DVS’s shortcomings. Instead of using DVS, an ATIS (Posch et al., 2010) is
employed. ATIS has the same nature as DVS and a resolution of 304 ⇥ 240. Each image is presented
for 300ms (3.3Hz). And 3 saccades (100ms for each saccade) are introduced to the image during the
presentation. In the mean time, ATIS is mounted on a pan tilt unit where the frequency of the motor
motion is 10Hz. This experiment setting clearly resolved the refreshing gap brought by the LCD
monitor (Fig. 6). To date, N-MNIST and N-Caltech 101 are largest available event-based object
recognition datasets.

Figure 6: Fourier analysis of samples in N-Caltech101.
6
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4

T OWARDS A S TANDARD P ROCESSING P IPELINE

4.1

E XPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT SETUP

Fig. 7 illustrates the setup for generating recordings with neuromorphic vision sensors, thereby
converting the existing benchmark datasets. The setup consists of a test enclosure for controlling
the lighting conditions. Inside the enclosure is a consumer-grade TFT LCD monitor (Samsung
SyncMaster 2343BW) with a refresh rate of 60 Hz and the native resolution of 2048 ⇥ 1152, that
displays the original video sequences and is the only light source. The monitor was set to its highest
brightness and contrast setting. The display is recorded with a DAViS240C. The sensor uses default
bias settings, and recording of DAVIS APS frames is deactivated to reduce the dataset sizes. An
Ubuntu workstation outside of the enclosure controls the video display of the dataset, with a second
LCD display for controlling and monitoring the recording. Recording of AER events is done with
the jAER software. We also developed a Python package called SpikeFuel, which is released
together with the datasets and is used for displaying and scheduling video sequences, as well as
post-processing. SpikeFuel displays frames using OpenCV and controls jAER using local UDP
datagrams using jAER’s Remote Control protocol.

monitor for
logging

monitor for
displaying

test enclosure

DAViS240C

inside test
enclosure

workstation

Figure 7: Experiment environment used in this project.

4.2

E XPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION IN S P I K E F U E L

For each dataset the position of the DAViS240C is adjusted so its field of view covers the
region of interest on the monitor, which is a 4:3 aspect ratio window in the center of the
screen, surrounded by gray background of 50% intensity. This alignment is achieved by displaying a flashing green rectangle (Fig. 8). Further implementation details can be found at
spikefuel.helpers.calibration. Note that the function does work for arbitrary window
ratio. Also, the video sequence is rescaled to fit the size of the field of view of the DAViS240C.
The recording of each video starts with an adaptation period of 2 seconds, in which only the initial
frame of the video sequence is displayed. This eliminates unwanted event bursts due to flashing a
video on a background screen. Before the playback of the video is started, the jAER timestamps are
reset to 0, then the recording is started. At the end of a sequence the recording is saved, while the
last frame of the sequence is displayed for 2 seconds.
In SpikeFuel, the package sacred is employed for creating and managing different experiments. sacred allows users to send experiment configuration in JSON4 -style, which is widely
used for serializing data objects. Instead of changing the Python script for every experiment, one
can easily run the experiment on another machine by creating a JSON configuration file. A configuration for collecting TrackingDataset looks like:
4

Found at: http://www.json.org/
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{
"tracking_dir": "/home/user/data/TrackingDataset/",
"tracking_stats_path": "./data/tracking_stats.pkl",
"recording_save_path": "/home/user/data/tracking_recordings",
"viewer_id": 1,
"screen_height": 540,
"screen_width": 720,
"work_win_scale": 0.9,
"bg_color": [127, 127, 127],
"fps": 30
}

Above parameters will be de-serialized and sent to the experiment script for creating an experiment
as configuration.

Figure 8: GUI for displaying image sequence in Caltech-256 experiment.
4.3

G EOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION IN S P I K E F U E L

For video/image sequences that do not agree with the 4:3 aspect ratio, a transformation and scaling are needed. The implementation details are in spikefuel.gui.rescale image. This
function will find the best fit in the given window while preserving the original image’s ratio.
Algorithm 1 Function for geometrical transformation.
function G EOMETRICALT RANSFORMATION(F , Wh , Ww )
F : the given frame
Wh : height of the window
Ww : width of the window
Fh : height of the frame F
Fw : width of the frame F
if Fh /Fw 6= Wh /Ww then
. the ratio of the frame is different from ratio of the given window
if Fh /Fw > Wh /Ww then
. the frame is slim, append width
!append
(Fh Ww Fw Wh )/Wh
Append left and right borders by !append /2
New shape of the frame F 0 : Fh0 = Fh , Fw0 = Fw + !append
else if Fh /Fw < Wh /Ww then
. the frame is fat, append height
happend
(Fw Wh Fh Ww )/Ww
Append top and bottom borders by happend /2
New shape of the frame F 0 : Fh0 = Fh + happend , Fw0 = Fw
end if
else if Fh /Fw = Wh /Ww then
. the ratio of frame is as same as ratio of the window
New shape of the frame F 0 : Fh0 = Fh , Fw0 = Fw
end if
Rescale the frame F 0 to the same size as (Wh , Ww )
. Now the frame F 0 has the same ratio as the
window
return F 0
end function

8
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The implementation details of Algorithm 1 can be found at spikefuel.gui.rescale image.
And an example of such transformation can be found at Fig. 9 where the original image has the
size of 240 ⇥ 247, and the window has the size of 720 ⇥ 540. After the transformation, the image
appended two horizontal borders, and resized as the size of window.
720

240

540

247

Figure 9: Example of Geometrical Transformation.
4.4

F RAME GENERATION AND AUTOMATIC BOUNDING - BOX GENERATION IN S P I K E F U E L

A frameless DVS recording does not have the concept of frames as in typical frame-based videos.
However for visualization purposes, the concept of frames is necessary. Here I described a simple yet
accurate approach for generating frames from recordings (Algorithm 2). Due to the nature of experiment procedures described in Sec. 4.2 (Step 5 specifically), the first few milliseconds of each recording have fewer events recorded than later (Fig. 10) because there is a small delay of the message
communication between Python client and jAER. The function C LEAN U P E VENTS in Algorithm 2
removed these events by computing the moving standard deviation over entire event train. Function
G ENERATE DVSF RAMES assumes that the cleaned data contains all frames of the original sequence;
therefore, an average frame time can be calculated by TotalTime/NumberOfFrames. It turns
out that this simple calculation gives a good approximation of preset FPS. Then the function splits
the whole event train into number of chunks based on this average frame time. And events in each
individual chunk are aggregated into a frame.

Figure 10: Event frequency array for a VOT dataset sequence, event frequency is flat at first few
milliseconds.
The implementation details can be found at clean up events and gen dvs frames in the
spikefuel.dvsproc module. Some specific experiment parameters (e.g. running window W ,
threshold ✓, etc.) in these two functions are preset during testing phase. These details are not
mentioned in above algorithm.
9
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Algorithm 2 Functions for frame generation.
function C LEAN U P E VENTS(T , X , Y, P)
T = {ti }m
i=1 : timestamps of a DVS recording
X = {xi }m
i=1 : X positions of events (0, 240)
Y = {yi }m
i=1 : Y positions of events (0, 180)
P = {pi }m
i=1 : polarity information of events (0/1)
Calculate event frequency array E according to timestamps T using an non-overlapping window of 1ms.
Each element ek in E represents total number of events recorded in kth millisecond.
Calculate running standard deviation by a given running window W .
Over entire , if i+1
✓ where ✓ is a threshold, then a significant change is captured at i.
i
All events before e i can be removed. A cleaned data (T 0 , X 0 , Y 0 , P 0 ) is generated.
return T 0 , X 0 , Y 0 , P 0
end function
function G ENERATE DVSF RAMES(T , X , Y, P, N )
T = {ti }m
i=1 : timestamps of a cleaned DVS recording
X = {xi }m
i=1 : X positions of events (0, 240)
Y = {yi }m
i=1 : Y positions of events (0, 180)
P = {pi }m
i=1 : polarity information of events (0/1)
N : number of frames in original sequence
t̄f
(tm t1 )/N
. Average frame time
Split T , X , Y, P into N chunks according to t̄f . Let these chunks be C = {cj }N
j=1 where duration of
cj , Tcj  t̄f .
for each cj do
Aggregate events in cj to a frame fj of 240 ⇥ 180. Each ON event cancels one OFF event.
end for
return F = {fj }N
j=1 where fj is a DVS frame that corresponds to jth frame in original sequence.
end function

Frame generation has another purpose, which is bounding-box generation. In a visual tracking
dataset, the bounding box defines the location of the object of interest. Above frame generation functions can generate DVS frames that match to frames in original sequence. So the left problem is to
develop a method so that the bounding boxes in original frames can be transformed into DVS frames.
The basic idea is that given a bounding box and a frame, the relative position of the bounding box in
the frame can be determined (C ALCULATE B OUNDING B OX R ATIO in Algorithm 3), no matter how
the frame is rescaled, this relative position should not be changed. And based on this relative position, one can calculate the bounding box in rescaled frame (C ALCULATE B OUNDING B OX P OSITION
in Algorithm 3). One example is shown in Fig. 11. The additional function C ALCULATE I M AGE S HIFT takes extra care for the rescaled frame in the window where horizontal or vertical borders
may be appended to the rescaled frame.
The implementation details can be found at
• spikefuel.helpers.cal bound box ratio

• spikefuel.helpers.cal bound box position
• spikefuel.helpers.cal img shift

Algorithm 3 Functions for generating bounding boxes.
function C ALCULATE B OUNDING B OX R ATIO(B, Fh , Fw )
B = {bi }n
i=1 : bounding box for the frame is represented in n points, bi is a pair of values (xi , yi ) which
indicates the position of point i
Fh : height of the frame; Fw : width of the frame
0
0
Let R = {ri }n
i=1 be the relative position information of the bounding box. ri = (xi , yi ) which represents the relative position of bi
for Each point bi do:
x0i
xi /Fw ; yi0
yi /Fh
ri
(x0i , yi0 )
end for
return R
end function

10
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function CALCULATE B OUNDING B OX P OSITION(R, Fh , Fw )
R = {ri }n
i=1 : bounding box relative position for the frame is represented in n points, ri is a pair of
values (x0i , yi0 ) which indicates the relative position of point i
Fh : height of the rescaled frame; Fw : width of the rescaled frame
Let B = {bi }n
i=1 be the position information of the bounding box. bi = (xi , yi ) which represents the
position of ri for the rescaled frame
for Each point ri do
xi
x0i ⇥ Fw ; yi
yi0 ⇥ Fh
bi
(xi , yi )
end for
return B
end function
function C ALCULATE I MAGE S HIFT(Fh , Fw , Fh0 , Fw0 )
Fh : height of the original frame; Fw : width of the original frame
Fh0 : height of the DVS frame; Fw0 : width of the DVS frame
if Fh /Fw 6= Fh0 /Fw0 then
if Fh /Fw > Fh0 /Fw0 then
xshift
(Fw0 Fh Fh0 Fw )/Fh
yshift
0
else if Fh /Fw < Fh0 /Fw0 then
xshift
0
yshift
(Fh0 Fw Fh Fw0 )/Fw
end if
else
xshift
0; yshift
0
end if
return xshift (total horizontal shift), yshift (total vertical shift)
end function

Figure 11: Automatic Bounding-box Generation.

4.5

G ENERATE SACCADES FOR SEQUENCE OF FRAMES

Static images cannot be captured by DVS. Therefore one needs to generate artificial sequence by
randomly shifting the image. This small random shift is called “saccades”. Note that these “saccades” can be applied to video sequences too. This saccade generation is described in Algorithm 4.
The general idea is that at each frame, the image can be at one of 9 positions (as shown in Fig. 12)
in a preset boundary. This is illustrated in Fig. 12. At each time, the position is drawn from a
uniform distribution. And then the resulted sequence is moving randomly in playback so that DVS
can capture the difference between frames. Implementation details of Algorithm 4 can be found at
spikefuel.gui.create saccade sequence.
11
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Algorithm 4 Saccades generation for sequence of frames.
function S ACCADES G ENERATION(F , b)
F = {fi }n
i=1 : a sequence of frames.
b: size of random shift.
for each frame fi 2 F do
hran
rand{0, 1, 2}
vran
rand{0, 1, 2}
Append borders at four edges with size b to the frame fi .
if hran 6= 0 then
fi0
move first b columns of fi to right end if hran is 1.
fi0
move last b columns of fi to left end if hran is 2.
end if
if vran 6= 0 then
f 0i
move first b rows of fi to bottom if vran is 1.
f 0i
move last b rows of fi to top if vran is 2.
end if
end for
return Shifted frames F 0 = {fi0 }n
i=1
end function

bottom left

top middle

origin

bottom middle

. Vertical shift
. Shift up
. Shift down

top right

middle right

middle left

top left

. Horizontal shift
. Shift left
. Shift right

bottom right

Figure 12: Illustration of saccades generation. At each time, the frame will randomly pick one of 9
positions and appear there.
4.6

HDF5 IN S P I K E F U E L

jAER outputs recordings in AEDAT binary file. Although modern programming languages are
capable of reading binary data, AEDAT has a relative fragile structure. HDF55 is a widely using
format for storing and accessing extremely large homogeneous data. All recorded datasets are re5

Found at: https://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/
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packed in HDF5 format for uniform interfaces across different languages, standardizing data types
and faster access to the data. The hierarchical property of HDF5 format allows one to reproduce the
exact same structure as original dataset in disk. Note that raw AEDAT recordings are also delivered
since there is no HDF5 parser in jAER yet. More information on datasets in HDF5 format can be
found at Appendix. E.

5
5.1

R ESULTS
VOT C HALLENGE 2015 DATASET

The VOT Challenge 2015 Dataset consists of 60 single-object tracking sequences with challenging
and sometimes moving background (examples in Fig. 13). The average number of frames is 358. In
Tab. 3, the main properties of VOT dataset DVS recordings are summarized. The frame per second
is preset to 30fps; therefore each frame is displayed 33.33ms during the experiment.

bag

bolt2

Figure 13: Screenshot of VOT Challenge 2015 Datasets from sequence bag and bolt2.

Table 3: VOT Dataset DVS recordings summary.
Number of Recordings
60
FPS

30

Average Recording Length

12.25s

Average Firing Rate

251.85 Keps (Keps = Kilo events/s)

Average Maximum Firing Rate

383.63 Keps

Fig. 14 showed four examples from DVS recordings. The bounding boxes are post-computed according to the ground truth in the original sequence. Most recordings with relatively large object
size are matched well with produced bounding boxes (method described in Sec. 4.4) as the first
column. The second column shows the sequence singer1 where the singer was barely moving in
the sequence as the camera zoomed out. The third column demonstrated sequence rabbit; this
sequence featured a rabbit jumping in a snowfield. DAViS240C can barely capture the object since
the rabbit has the same color as snowfield. The last column shows that the bounding box and object
(a ball) are mismatched. This is due to the imperfect setting of the experiment where the lens of
DAViS240C captures a curved rectangle in the scene instead of an ideal rectangle that is required
by the bounding box generation function. The amplitude spectrum of one representative sequence
(bolt2) in the dataset (Fig. 15) shows there are event bursts around both 30 Hz (preset FPS) and
60 Hz (monitor refresh rate). The spectrum is generated using the same method as in supplementary
materials of Serrano-Gotarredona & Linares-Barranco (2015).
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lost at the end

same as
background

mismatched

bag

singer1

rabbit

ball1

time

well matched

Figure 14: Examples from VOT Dataset.

Figure 15: Fourier analysis of VOT Dataset.
5.2

T RACKING DATASET

The TrackingDataset has 77 single-object tracking sequences (examples in Fig. 16). The average
number of frames per sequence is 605. Tab. 4 lists statistics of TrackingDataset DVS recordings.
Due to memory constraints during the experiment, the category “Kalal” was excluded. The average
DVS recording length is 20.70s.
Table 4: TrackingDataset DVS recordings summary.
Number of Recordings
67 (Category “Kalal” is ignored)
FPS

30

Average Recording Length

20.70s

Average Firing Rate

197.77 Keps

Average Maximum Firing Rate

342.07 Keps
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Vid_E_person_part_occluded

cliff-dive2

Figure 16: Screenshot of TrackingDataset from sequence Vid E person part occluded and
cliff-dive2.

Fig. 17 gives a closer look of acquired recordings. The bounding boxes of the first column (trans)
are well matched to the object. Most sequences’ conditions are similar to this sequence. The second
column (liquor) shows the sequence that featured a static object mostly. This also leads to bad
bounding boxes in generating them. It seems that DAViS240C ignored many frames in the middle
where the entire scene is still. The third column (volleyball) gives an example, which has
some mismatched frames. Unlike ball1 in VOT DVS recordings, these bounding boxes are still
useable. Finally in the last column, the scene of entire sequence is still, and there are only small
changes in lighting condition, hence, the object of interest is barely visible. Fourier analysis of
TrackingDataset’s recording shows similar structure as for the VOT Dataset, indicating event bursts
at 30Hz and 60Hz (Fig. 18).

static object

small mis-match

slight light
changes

trans

liquor

volleyball

Vid_H_panda

time

well matched

Figure 17: Examples from TrackingDataset.
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Figure 18: Fourier analysis of TrackingDataset.
5.3

UCF-50 ACTION RECOGNITION DATASET

The UCF-50 Action Recognition Dataset consists of 6,676 videos in 50 action classes (screenshots
in Fig. 19). The average length of videos is 6.64s. Tab. 5 gives an overview of obtained DVS
recordings.
In Fig. 20, it provides a better understanding to the recordings. Most sequences look like the first
(GolfSwing) and second (RopeClimbing) column where they either have static background
or reasonable light conditions so that details of actions are dominant. The third column (Biking)
shows a recording, which is constantly flashing. This flashing effect is brought by the original
videos instead of DAViS240C. The last column (Swing) gives the example where the background
is moving; this also forces DAViS240C to capture background details. The Fourier analysis of one
recording is presented in Fig. 21. It shows similar structure as the previous two datasets.

v_BaseballPitch_g03_c04

v_HorseRace_g03_c05

Figure 19: Screenshot of UCF-50 Dataset from sequence v BaseballPitch g03 c04 and
v HorseRace g03 c05.

Table 5: UCF-50 Dataset DVS recordings summary.
Number of classes
50
Number of Recordings

6,676

FPS

30

Average Recording Length

6.80s

Average Firing Rate

168.62 Keps

Average Maximum Firing Rate

238.11 Keps
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well produced

GolfSwing

RopeClimbing

video flashing moving background

time

static background

Biking

Swing

Figure 20: Examples from UCF-50.

Figure 21: Fourier analysis of UCF-50 Dataset.
5.4

C ALTECH -256 OBJECT RECOGNITION DATASET

The Caltech-256 Object Recognition Dataset has 30,607 still images that are categorized in 257
classes (examples in Fig. 22). Each class has 119 images on average. Tab. 6 summarizes most
properties of DVS recordings. For each image, 10 small saccades presented at 10 fps were used to
introduce movement. These saccades are drawn ffrom a uniform distribution in the range ±3 pixels
for both horizontal and vertical axes (method described in Sec. 4.5). The average recording length
is 1.01s.
Most objects in Caltech-256 datasets do not have complex structures so that DAViS240C is capable to capture most of contents (as the first (boxing-glove) and second (cartman) column in
Fig. 23). The last two columns (chandelier and giraffe) in Fig. 23 presented examples of
“complex objects” where either the background or the object itself has many fine-grained details.
These details are partially ignored because of both the resolution of DAViS240C and the presentation of the image. The spectral analysis displays bursts at 10 Hz and harmonics, as in previous
datasets (Fig. 24).
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Fireworks No.19

Mountain bike No. 28

Figure 22: Image examples from Caltech-256 Dataset.
Table 6: Caltech-256 Dataset DVS recordings summary.
Number of classes
257
Number of Recordings

30,607

Saccades per image

10

FPS

10

Average Recording Length

1.01s

Average Firing Rate

110.57 Keps

simple object

complex object

complex object

boxing-glove

cartman

chandelier

giraffe

time

simple object

Figure 23: Examples from Caltech-256.
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Figure 24: Fourier analysis of Caltech-256 Dataset.

6

D ISCUSSION

Four video benchmark sets, for tracking, action recognition and object classification are converted.
There are a total of 37,410 recordings, representing the largest neuromorphic vision datasets for
these domains of machine vision6 . A software pipeline for capturing frame-based visual recognition
benchmarks with neuromorphic cameras was developed. Datasets are delivered in both HDF5 and
AEDAT-2.0 AER raw data format (so far there is no HDF5 parser in jAER). We hope that these
recordings can boost the development of event-based learning in visual tasks.
In some tracking sequences, the target objects are still, or cannot be differentiated from the background (e.g. rabbit running on snowy ground). And in some action recognition sequences, the
background is rapidly moving. These factors that are introduced by original datasets show that a
stationary DVS is not always sufficient for solving dynamic vision applications.
The 30Hz sample rate of the original recordings aliases information above 15Hz in the original
scene. The artifacts in the DVS output that are caused by the frames in the original datasets show
that it is necessary to use neuromorphic sensors for collection of new frame-free datasets that will
take full advantage of these sensors for spike timing-based recognition, tracking, and optical flow
methods.

A

O N C ONFIGURING J AER AND DAV I S240C

jAER is a collection of Java tools for Address-Event Representation (AER) neuromorphic processing. In this project, jAER is employed to control DAViS240C, conduct and visualize recordings.
Linux environment is assumed in this article.
DAViS240C is a very recent model of Dynamic Vision Sensor family (Berner et al., 2013;
Brandli et al., 2014). The effective frame resolution is 240 ⇥ 180. For more information, one can find detailed technical specification at: http://inilabs.com/products/
dynamic-and-active-pixel-vision-sensor/davis-specifications/.
To setup jAER, one can start with creating a new empty directory named jaer and enter into the
folder by:
mkdir jaer
cd jaer

The second step is to download the code and latest build using subversion7 :
svn co https://svn.code.sf.net/p/jaer/code/jAER/trunk/
6
7

Available at: http://sensors.ini.uzh.ch/databases.html
subversion can be easily installed in major *nix distributions like Ubuntu, Fedora, Mac OS X.
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jAER has a frame rendering problem in recent Mac OS X, this problem is caused by Mac’s Retina
display. Besides visualization, other functions are working properly. For Windows and Linux
platform, an USB driver should be installed8 .
Follow instructions below for configuring jAER and connecting DAViS240C:
1. Open jAER from terminal by running (at the folder trunk):
bash jAERViewer1.5_linux.sh

2. Once the viewer started, hookup DAViS240C with the machine through USB port.
3. For the first time, jAER may not identify your hardware, you can manually choose
eu.seebetter.ini.chips.davis.DAVIS240C
under AEChip, and choose proper Interface.
4. Set bias configuration by View -- Bias /HW Configuration, and load respective
bias settings. In this project, bias setting
Davis240c Basic GlobalShutter ImuOn AutoExposure.xml
is used throughout the experiments. At User-Friendly Controls, untick option
Capture Frames, Display Frames and Display under IMU group.
5. There may multiple hot pixels detected by DAViS240C where these pixels keep firing whenever there is a change in environment. This could result huge amount of
useless events written in the recordings. In order to eliminate them, one can apply
HotPixelFilter. This filter learns a pre-defined number of possible candidates
and eliminates them from the output stream. One also needs to make sure tick File
-- Enable filtering of logged or network output events. In this
project, learning time learnTimeMs is set to 15,103, and numHotPixels is set to
50.
If one configured jAER and DAViS240C correctly, a similar visualization as Fig. 25 will be shown.

Figure 25: Example of event visualization using jAER and DAViS240C.

B

O N R EMOTE C ONTROL OF J AER

jAER allows to control logging activities via UDP connections. This enables that one can control
jAER’s logging from external program. Once jAER started, the first viewer listens UDP port 8997
by default. Each new viewer listens a separate UDP port where port number 8997 + i 1 is assigned
for ith viewer.
8

Instructions at: https://sourceforge.net/p/jaer/wiki/Home/
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B.1

V IA TERMINAL

On Linux platform, a small tool nc is used to establish the UDP connection. For example, one can
connect first viewer by:
nc -u localhost 8997

There is no welcoming message after you established the connection. You can type help to display
help manual. Below is the help message:
Available commands are
startlogging <filename> - starts logging ae data to a file
stoplogging - stops logging ae data to a file
togglesynclogging - starts synchronized logging ae data to
a set of files with aeidx filename automatically timstamped
zerotimestamps - zeros timestamps on all AEViewers

B.2

V IA P Y T H O N

In Python, the remote control is accomplished by sending above-mentioned commands through
UDP port using socket package. In spikefuel.tools module, a number of functions are
written to ease the process:
init dvs Initialize a socket that can send commands to jAER.
destroy dvs Destroy a given socket so that commands cannot be sent afterwards.
reset dvs time Send a command to reset time as 0 across all viewers.
start log dvs Send a start logging command to target viewer.
stop log dvs Send a stop logging command to target viewer.
log dvs Log a DVS recording for certain duration.
Note that even though these messages are traveling in the local machine. There is still a small delay
in sending and receiving commands. Therefore, if one sends a logging command right after resetting
the timestamps, the first few timestamps of the recording may appear to be a large number instead
of close to 0s.

C

O N G ENERATING DATASET S TATISTICS

Different datasets have different structures and organization. In order to access the dataset conveniently, some general statistics are collected from the dataset. Five datasets are currently supported.
All functions for generating statistics can be found at spikefuel.datasets. All relevant functions may be unified in a single framework in future.
All statistics are packed with Python’s cPickle package. Though cPickle is widely used in
serializing Python objects, there may some difficulties for other languages or programs to read.
C.1

VOT C HALLENGE 2015 DATASET

Statistics for VOT Challenge 2015 dataset is packed in vot list.pkl. It has 2 attributes:
• vot list: a numpy string array with 60 sequence names in alphabetical order.

• num frames: a hand-coded respective number of frames for each sequences in a ordered
list.
Current statistics of VOT dataset does not include file names in each sequence because the
file name convention of VOT dataset has a fix format. This led to an assistant function
spikefuel.tools.create vot image list to generate image list for a given sequence.
This function is to be removed in future implementation.
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C.2

T RACKING DATASET

Statistics for TrackingDataset is packed in tracking stats.pkl. There are 3 attributes:
• primary list: a list consists of names of primary categories. e.g.: Babenko, Kwon,
PROST, etc.
• secondary list: a dictionary contains all folder names of secondary categories.

– [primary category name]: a list consists of sequence names of a particular
primary category. e.g. secondary list["Babenko"] will return ["girl",
"OccludedFace2", "surfer"]

• [secondary category name]: a list contains all image file names (with extension) in a particular secondary category. e.g. tracking stats["girl"] will return
all image names in sequence girl.
In primary category BoBot, the number of frames of each sequence has 1 additional frame than
proposed. This additional frame (the last one) is dropped during statistics generation.
C.3

UCF-50

Statistics for UCF-50 Action Recognition Dataset is saved in ucf50 stats.pkl. All video sequences in this dataset are saved in AVI. There are 2 attributes in the statistics:
• ucf50 list: a list consists of 50 class names.
Basketball, etc

e.g.

BaseballPitch,

• [class name]: a list consists of video file names (with extension) of the class. e.g.
ucf50 stats["BaseballPitch"] returns a list with all video file names in the
class.
C.4

UCF-101

Statistics for UCF-101 Action Recognition Dataset is saved in ucf101 stats.pkl. The attributes are:
• ucf101 list: a list consists of 101 class names.
BlowDryHair, etc.

e.g.

ApplyEyeMakeup,

• [class name]: a list contains video files names (with extension) of the class. e.g.
ucf101 stats["ApplyEyeMakeup"] returns a list with all video file names in
the class
C.5

C ALTECH -256

caltech256 stats.pkl contains statistics of Caltech-256 Recognition Dataset. The attributes
are:
• caltech256 list: consists of 257 class names.

• [class name]: there are 257 lists. Each list contains image file names (with
extension) of given class. e.g. 001.ak47, 005.baseball-glove, etc.

D

O N G ENERATING DVS I MAGES

This section documented some technical aspects while generating DVS images from jAER recordings.
• In principle, there is no concept of frame in jAER recordings. Thus, in order to visualize a
recording in frames, one needs to group events in duration of time to produce a “frame”.
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• The DAViS240C has minimum packet rate of 1000Hz, and the timestamp resolution is in
microseconds instead of milliseconds.
• One can define a parameter st where this parameter defines saturate rate for a pixel. e.g.
if st is 3, once number of events of a pixel in some duration reach 3 or -3, all following
events are ignored. Noted that one ON event cancels one OFF event.
• Playing video in a relative lower frequency during recording is suggested. If one played
video in a very high frequency than monitor’s refreshing rate, it seems that the monitor or
video card would randomly drop frames.
• The pixel location-coding scheme varies from platform to platform. This is described in
spikefuel.dvsproc.gen dvs frames.

E

O N DATASETS IN HDF5 F ORMAT

All dataset is designed to ship in HDF5 format for faster access and uniform interface for different
computing platforms. The default package choice when I generated the dataset is h5py9 . Necessary
background is assumed for reading following contents.
The transformation principles for a given set of recordings are:
• Each recordings is a subgroup in HDF5, it is either a subgroup to some group, or a subgroup
of root group. There are at least 4 datasets in this group:
– timestamps: saved in numpy.int32 in principle.
May extend to
numpy.int64 for longer recordings.
– x pos: (0, 240), saved in numpy.uint8 in principle.
– y pos: (0, 180), saved in numpy.uint8 in principle.
– pol: 0/1, saved in numpy.bool in principle.
– bounding box: (optional) saved in either numpy.float32 (default) or
numpy.uint8 in format of (num frames⇥9). For each bounding box, it follows
timestamp, topLeftX, topleftY, topRightX, topRightY,
bottomRightX, bottomRightY, bottomLeftX, bottomLeftY

where the timestamp associated with the bounding box indicated the first time that
the object appears at.
• For each recording, there may multiple meta attributes for giving helpful information related to the dataset.
• The original dataset’s structure is preserved as much as possible by taking HDF5’s hierarchical property.
E.1

VOT C HALLENGE DATASET

Under root group, there are 60 recordings groups. Each group contains recording data of corresponding sequence.
The meta-attributes in root group are:
• device: recording device (DAViS240C)
• fps: playing frame per second (30)

• monitor id: model number of employed monitor (SAMSUNG SyncMaster 2343BW)
• monitor feq: refresh rate of the given monitor (60)

For each recording group, there is one meta-attribute num frames, which indicates number of
frames of the respective video sequence. Each recording group also consists of 5 datasets:
timestamps, x pos, y pos, pol, bounding box in default data types as described above.
9

Documentation: http://docs.h5py.org/en/latest/
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E.2

T RACKING DATASET

The structure in HDF5 database follows exactly as original TrackingDataset. Noted that due to
memory constraints, the primary category Kalal is not recorded. Therefore, this category is not
documented in the current HDF5 database.
The meta-attributes in root group are:
• device: recording device (DAViS240C)
• fps: playing frame per second (30)

• monitor id: model number of employed monitor (SAMSUNG SyncMaster 2343BW)
• monitor feq: refresh rate of the given monitor (60)
There are total 12 primary group under root group:
Babenko, BoBot, Cehovin, Ellis_ijcv2011, Godec, Kwon, Kwon_VTD,
Other, PROST, Ross, Thang, Wang

For each primary group, there are several recording groups. The meta-attribute num frames indicates the number of frames of the respective sequence. Each recording group contains 5 datasets:
timestamps, x pos, y pos, pol, bounding box in default data types as described above.
The bounding box transformation in this stage is not perfect, therefore for sequences (in both VOT
dataset and TrackingDataset) with very small object is not usable. The bounding boxes in those
sequences are served as suggestions instead of performance criteria.
E.3

UCF-50

Exact structure is followed while generating UCF-50 datasets in HDF5 format.
The meta-attributes in root group are:
• device: recording device (DAViS240C)
• fps: playing frame per second (30)

• monitor id: model number of employed monitor (SAMSUNG SyncMaster 2343BW)
• monitor feq: refresh rate of the given monitor (60)

There are 50 class groups under root group, which represents 50 different action categories in
original dataset. Each class group has multiple recording groups. Each recording group contains
4 datasets: timestamps, x pos,y pos, pol in default data types as described above. The
meta attribute num frames for each recording group is also extracted from original video.
E.4

C ALTECH -256

The structure of HDF5 database for Caltech-256 dataset is as same as the original dataset.
The meta-attributes in root group are:
• device: recording device (DAViS240C)
• fps: playing frame per second (10)

• monitor id: model number of employed monitor (SAMSUNG SyncMaster 2343BW)
• monitor feq: refresh rate of the given monitor (60)

There are 257 class-groups under root group. Each class-group consists of number of recording
groups that represent corresponding image in original dataset. Each recording group contains 4
datasets: timestamps, x pos,y pos, pol in default data types as described above. The
meta attribute num frames for each recording group is pre-set by number of saccades.
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